TECHNICAL
BULLETIN
This bulletin is available to selected partners on a confidential basis. The bulletin will advise you of all
known changes since the last update. Program Version is G02. Note that this bulletin contains details of
changes since last Technical Bulletin, entries flagged as (V6) also apply to the older V6 program version.
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remember that if using the Microsoft Office Add-Ins that all Microsoft Office programs must be closed, as
well as Datafile, before updating.
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Number Application Description
9701

Sales /
Purchase

Statement Print to Email
If sending an automatic statement, or more generally any document, to
email then if the email address defaulted from the account was invalid and
Outlook could not resolve it to an email address then Datafile could report
an EStringList error.

9702

Debtor Memo on Aged Analysis Report
If include the content of the debtor memo on the Aged Analysis report the
system word wrapped on a shorter length than in V6.

9703

Change Due Date / Allow Mixed Allocations
If the option to allow mixed allocations in use then this option didn’t show
the forward transactions incorrectly (V6)

9704

Change Due Date / Multiple Entries
If change due date on first transaction then focus moved to second entry
but the edit focus remained on the first entry.

9705

Stock
Control

9706

9708

Component Stock Check—Report Order
The Component Stock Check report will now display the stock codes in
component entry order.
Statements Over 1 Page
If processing stock statement the system creates a page break on change
of stock code. If the stock transactions for any one stock code exceeded
page length didn’t create page break for these additional transactions. (V6)

Payroll

Auto-Enrolment—Minimum Contribution Rates
If using auto-enrolment functions the payroll input, check report and
payroll run report will not apply checks that the employer contribution
percentage and the combined employee/employer percentages match the
minimum contribution thresholds. (V6)
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9709

Job
Costing

ERangeError in Job Costing Stock Issues
If cost code used didn’t have a cost category set was possible to get an
ERangeError on update to the job records—system will now validate that
cost code invalid prior to update and ask the operator to update. (V6)

9710

Transaction Report—Budget Totals
The Budget totals were included on this report incorrectly and would
report either 0 or an uninitialized value. Now omitted (V6)

9711

Order
Output Pick List Grid to Excel
Processing If pick list grid set to use colours then if more than one colour applies the
Excel output could omit highlighted rows

9712

Update of Cost Price with Cost Per
When updating the cost price on Stock the system used the cost per from
the stock record—will now take into account the cost per on the purchase
order also (V6)

9713

Change Status—Direct Call
If call the Change Status function using the direct call parameter and
change status from Quote to Active then system prompts to update the
details. The detail screen displayed used the older ADD/CHANGE/FAST
options rather than DETAILS when configured for pick list entry. In
addition system could stick in the order reference input on return to
status change screen (V6).

9714

Replicate Order—Direct Call
If called the replicate order function from its direct menu parameter then
the detail screen display ADD/CHANGE/FAST incorrectly when configured
for Detail Pick mode (V6)

9715

Update of Sales Price on Stock Transactions
If Foreign Currency System Profiles not set to multiply stock prices by rate
then when writing to the stock transactions the base currency sale price
was as per the rate at order entry rather than the rate applied on
delivery.

9716

Order Entry and Stock Alerts
If Alerts configured against stock record to record when, for example,
stock falls below minimum, then SOP Order Entry would not trigger and
alert when should do.

9717

Datafiler

List Records / X-Close
If used the X-Close option on the Items to List display the system
continued to list the records rather than exit to the menu.
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9718

Manager

Recalculate Account Outstanding Value
If user has an alert on the sales account record that credit limit is less than
account balance plus outstanding orders then this process zeroes the
account outstanding value and then rebuilds for the orders. If this
process generates an email alert and the terminal in question has no
email client then would report an error. Will now ignore the email alert
for this option if Outlook not in use.

9719

General

Application Locks within DIAMOND.D02
The system will now not include paths when saving the company file
names in the D02. (V6)

9720

Error Accessing DIAMOND.D05 (X5)
System will now retry up to five times on this error (where DF tries to
read the DIAMOND.D02 on the network and the network read fails) and if
still fails will report an error in network communication. (V6)

9721

METROPOLIS Colour Scheme
If used the Metropolis colour scheme then pick list grids could display
incorrectly where small volume of records to display.

9722

Report Parameter Screens
Changes have been made to prevent the user clicking entries during
report building procedures.

9723

Sign Off
If exit completely from Datafile then the system remembered the last
application in use and focused on this when sign back on. If user used the
sign-off procedure and signed back on didn’t remember the last
application used.

9724

Printer Driver Memory Allocation
When DF opens a printer it stores the driver settings in memory—if the
driver size exceeded the allocated memory then the system noted this in
the SYSERR.DAT. Maximum memory allocated for the printer driver has
now been increased.

9725

FONTSIZE= Setting
Datafile 2017 ignores this entry within the DATAFILE.INI that was used to
increase the font size settings in V6, applying the OS font sizing and
scaling tools. If set to FONTSIZE=0,0,0 though this distorted the view
within the Ledger Enquiry—this now ignored.

9726

Ledger Enquiry Transactions—More / All
If user used the page-down key to trigger the more option when the pick
list limit is reached V6 would report an access violation. (V6 only)
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9727

General

Screen Dump to Printer
If used the options to print screen the system displayed the main form
rather than the current sub form.

9728

Stock Enquiry / Memo’s
If using location stock then if swap location from one stock item to
another then if memo existing on the second location the system didn’t
display the usual memo warning.

9729

Recursive Menus
The if an option on the main menu called a application menu which
looped back to calling the main menu then system would report an error
when displaying the full menu tree—will now omit any calls on a menu
that calls an menu already open ‘higher’ in the list.
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